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About This Game

If you think that anywhere you can find a lot of different outputs, difficult and easy, it means that you have not played "One
way to exit". In this game you will have only one way out, and no chance to stop.

Move forward or backward in search of an exit, but remember, if you started moving you can not stop, and in any case, do not
touch the walls, otherwise you have to start all over again.

Features:
- More than 25 levels initially.

- Continuous addition of new levels.
- Different levels.

- The unique design of maps.
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Title: One way to exit
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Studio48, Turykin Nikolay, Varlamov Anton
Publisher:
Studio48, Fomochkina Margarita
Release Date: 12 Mar, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: XP, Vista, 7, 8

Processor: Intel Quad-Core (q8300), 2500 MHz

Memory: 1 GB ОЗУ GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 660Ti or greater, AMD Radeon HD 7950 or greater, 2GB Video Card (Minimum Shader Model
2.0)

Storage: 300 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card with latest drivers

English,French,Italian,German,Russian
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The game works ad is completely playable, which is so much more that can be said for most of todays minor indie releases.

The game can be completed in round about 2-3 hours ,it depends on the person playing it, the game in itself is short, but can get
quite challenging.

The background music works well with the game ,its quiet and peaceful which doesnt get repetitive or annoying so we have
that.. Good promise, too short, too easy, wait for more content \/ features before jumping on it. Get it if you want something
simple you can beat in 25-30 minutes without too much hassle. I will recommend it, because it is a well made game, it just lacks
content right now.

Pros:
- Nice, simplistic design
- Calm background loops that don't get annoying

Cons:
- Difficulty of the first 25 levels is all over the place, there seems to be no linear increase in difficulty
- 25 levels is too short for a title like this. I played through it in 25 minutes, I am sure you can do it faster

Suggestions:
- More levels
- Increased difficulty
- Difficulty modes that increase game speed \/ modifiers
- Highscores for levels. Great game, challenging puzzles, awesome soundtrack.

My AWSD buttons got broken 80/10. Game is not that bad but at the time I'm writing this it has only 25 stages which can be
completed in 30 mins.. I quite enjoyed watching it crash into walls and those flying red crystals. The controls suck and you can't
even change it to the arrows or the mouse. :/. This is a very difficult game ... It is very difficult to describe in words =()
Frankly it was a game only to 2 lvl 1 attempt. Did 10+ approaches to lvl 2, has reached the turning fins, I thought finally !!! And
without going broke in the rotation =((
I contact the developer and ask for our little bears do to pass the game.
At that soon I received a response and changes in the complexity of the game! Very satisfied with the developer, as well as
music in the game, and most toy!!!
To some extent that I always missed since Tetris =(). Game is unbeatable at level 4.. Fun game but needs a lot more content!. 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=YkKSmFRCczA

Pros:
-25 levels
-New mechanics that other similar games don't have like the flying asteroids
-No time limit
-Cheap
-Challenging

Cons:
-Low replay-ability
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-No Multiplayer
-No Options Menu
-No Workshop
-Mp Randomization

Small, cheap $3 game with Cons which are expected at that price label. I would recommend this game if you like this genre
although once finished don't expect to come back and play more because the levels are set in stone, there is no randomization.
Maybe the developer will add more levels in the future, although a suggestion to the developer would be to include a workshop
with community made levels and think about multiplayer.
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